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Cutting Blades & Discs
Radial Blade Wood-Metal Bi-M
The HSS wavy set teeth on this bi-metal blade make it ideal 
for sawing wood, copper and aluminium pipes, sheet metal, 
plastics and profiles. Ideal for 
cutting veneered and 
laminated boards as 
well as parquet 
flooring and partition 
wall applications.

FAIMFWM80
£8.53 Ex VAT  £10.24 Inc VAT

87mm

Radial Blade 
Wood Wavy Set CRV
This radial sawblade has a broad range of applications, ideal 
for flush and plunge cutting. 
With wavy set, hardened 
teeth. For sawing 
woods, plastics and 
plasterboard.

FAIMFW87W
£5.14 Ex VAT  £6.17 Inc VAT

87mm

Carbide Grit Finger 
Grout Remover
A grout and mortar remover combining a segment blade 
with a delta blade tip. Ideal for routing grout and 
rasping away tile mortar and adhesive. 
Enables removal cleanly 
into corners.

FAIMFTC65F
£11.97 Ex VAT  £14.36 Inc VAT

65mm

Carbide Grit Radial Saw Blade
Broad range of applications with carbide grit edge. Cuts tiles, 
plaster, porous concretes and similar construction materials. 
Cutting out damaged tile joint. 
Cutting grooves in plaster, 
porous concrete and similar 
construction materials.

FAIMFTC65
£9.68 Ex VAT  £11.62 Inc VAT

65mm

Diamond Boot 
Ultra Thin Saw Blade
This diamond boot blade will remove 
tough grout from between tiled surfaces. 
Its efficient shape allows aggressive 
grinding without damaging the tile. 
Long lasting blade enables 
continuous work on 
large projects.

FAIMFDIA65
£8.53 Ex VAT  
£10.24 Inc VAT

65mm

Delta Hook & 
Loop Triangular 
Sanding Pad
This triangular sanding pad has a micro 
hook and loop fastening system. It is 
used in conjunction with the correct 
abrasive sheet to sand wood, metal, 
plastic or fillers.

FAIMFPAD93
£6.24 Ex VAT  
£7.49 Inc VAT

93mm

Flexible Scraper 
CRV
This flexible scraper is ideal for 
removing soft carpet adhesive 
residues, paint, silicone joints and for 
many other scraping applications.

FAIMFSCR52
£5.14 Ex VAT  £6.17 Inc VAT

52mm

Multi-function Tool Blades


